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VI
VMS & T Courses

1. VMS & T is a complete Discipline.
2. However its chase may be as different ‘Courses’
3. Manifestation of different dimensional domains in space, is one such aspect, which deserves to be approached as a specific Course
4. Earth is one such domain which deserves intimate attention.
5. Sun is another such domain which as well deserves intimate attention.
6. Solar Universe of Earth to Sun range with Pole Star as its origin will make one comprehensive ‘domain format’ whose chase may make a full course in itself.
7. Dimensional domains themselves while in the role of dimensional orders, same shall be re-manifesting domain formats and with it the aspect of dimensional synthesis and splits spectrums thereof shall be making out a specific course in itself.
8. Advance courses transcending solar universe domain, as such is the chase aspect, for which the courses need be settled with precise comprehensions formats to be settled by the senior sadkhas of Vedic systems attainability potentialities.

9. This as such shall be bringing to focus the need for senior sadkhas level faculty of VMS & T courses.

10. The settlement of Vedic Samhitas, as such, that way, will become the subject matter of chase in respect of which the courses would turnout to be exercises of senior research projects level.

11. The internal evidence of the available Vedic literature indicates that there have been as many as 1131 Vedic branches but only about one dozen of Vedic Samhitas have reached us the remaining Samhitas are required to be settled.

12. This being so it is going to be a very big exercise for teams of research scholars to complete the exercise of settlement of all 1131 Vedic Samhitas.

13. These projects will bring to focus the need of Vedanga courses.

14. With the progress of these initial level courses, stage would be set for the take off phase for higher level courses.

15. The initiation for higher level courses may be had with the courses of intelligence field, consciousness field, Sunlight basis of knowledge, transcendental flow through artifices of Gyatri mantra, organization in terms of Maheshwara Sutras.
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